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Abstract
The structures, interactions and dynamics of proteins determine their func-
tion. Molecular dynamics provide a unique tool for understanding molec-
ular function, as it provides atomic resolution combined with time reso-
lution. Molecular dynamics however faces multiple issues, one of which
is that the intensive calculations limit the time of the processes it can re-
solve. Energetic barriers slow down the dynamics of the system often
beyond what a single simulation can reach. Markov models together with
advanced sampling techniques allow us to use short simulations to rapidly
explore these slow processes. In this context, the first goal of this thesis
has been to further develop sampling methods and investigate improve-
ments in Markov model construction. The second goal of the thesis has
been to advance the field of molecular dynamics by providing a unified
framework for molecular discovery improving reproducibility of experi-
ments, allowing large scale experiments and easing access of scientists to
the field.
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Resum
L’estructura, les interaccions i les dinàmiques determinen les funcions de
les proteines. La Dinàmica Molecular constitueix una eina única per l’es-
tudi de les funcions moleculars, ja que proveeix tant resolució atòmica
com resolució en el temps. No obstant, la Dinàmica Molecular presen-
ta una sèrie de limitacions com per exemple el fet de que els intensius
càlculs necessaris per produir-ne en limiten el temps dels processos que
poden resoldre. Les barreres energètiques enleteixen les dinàmiques dels
sistemes més enllà del que normalment pot abarcar una sola simulació.
Els Models de Markov conjuntament amb tècniques avançades de mos-
treig ens permeten utilitzar simulacions curtes per explorar ràpidament
aquests processos lents. En aquest contexte, el primer objectiu d’aquesta
tesi ha estat desenvolupar mètodes de mostreig i investigar millores en la
construcció de models de Markov. El segon objectiu d’aquesta tesi ha es-
tat avançar el camp de la Dinàmica Molecular tot proveint un programari
unificat per a l’estudi molecular que millori la reproducibilitat dels expe-
riments, que permeti experiments a gran escala i que faciliti l’accés dels
cientı́fics al nostre camp.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Significance of structural biology

Proteins provide the building blocks of cells and thus life itself. They
are also often the driving cause in disease and therefore understanding
the function of proteins can help us design novel drugs for diseases as in
HIV-1 [1], influenza [2] and more [3, 4, 5]. Proteins are produced through
a process which converts a string of information encoded in our DNA
into a three-dimensional structure. This structure and in some cases the
movement encoded in that structure, dictates the protein’s function (see
Figure 1.1). Consequently, a mutation in the sequence can cause a struc-
tural change which in turn changes the protein’s interactions with other
molecules, causing disease. Thus, to investigate the function of proteins
at an atomic level we need to understand their structure and ideally their
movements as well.

Indeed, proteins don’t exist by themselves; they perform their func-
tions through interactions with small chemical ligands, other proteins,
DNA, lipids and more. Therefore, in our study of structural biology we
cannot focus only on single proteins, but on what we must view as a whole
biological system which encapsulates the essential information that is re-
quired to describe the protein’s function.
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Figure 1.1: The protein aminoacid sequence of the HIV-1 protease is en-
coded into a 3D structure. The structure dictates the movement of the
two highlighted flaps which open and close and those allow the protein to
perform its function. In this case the function is demonstrated by a piece
of the Gag polyprotein located in the catalytic site, which the protease
cleaves.

1.2 Exploring space
Given a typical system under investigation which can consist of hundreds
of thousands of atoms, its phase space (or configurational space if we
do not take into account the momenta) is extremely high-dimensional.
Exhaustively exploring such a space using current scientific methods is
impossible in all but the most trivial cases. One such simple case of an
energy surface that can be sampled quite exhaustively can be seen in Fig-
ure 1.2a. The dialanine peptide provides a nice demonstration case as due
to the planarity of protein backbones, its accessible conformational space
can be described quite well using only two dimensions; the φ and ψ di-
hedral angles of its backbone, with the third dimension showing the free
energy of each conformation.

A popular view, as depicted in Figure 1.2b, is that energy surfaces
of biological systems are very rough surfaces riddled with local minima
and a funnel which leads to the global minimum which is the system’s

2http://www.sfb716.uni-stuttgart.de/en/
research/subprojects/research-area-c/c6/
description.html and http://phys.org/news/
2012-11-scientific-advances-result-year-puzzle.html
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: a) Alanine dipeptide free energy surface with representative
conformations shown for two minima. The surface x-y coordinates corre-
spond to the dihedral angles and the height and color of the surface cor-
responds to the energy. b) Cartoon depiction of a protein folding funnel.
Figures taken from 2.

functional state (i.e. folded state for proteins, bound state for protein in-
teractions etc.). As high energy configurations have a lower probability
of occurring, higher energy areas effectively become barriers in the ex-
ploration of the phase space and lower energy areas become attractors in
which the system can spend a large amount of time. A biological system
will typically have to overcome multiple barriers on its way of transition-
ing from a non-functional to a functional configuration and the heights of
those barriers will determine the speed of such a process.

Even though structural biologists often focus only on investigating the
lowest energy state of the system, this is mostly due to past practical and
theoretical limitations. Experimental methods such as X-ray crystallogra-
phy were only able to determine the single most populated structure and
the prevalent image of the energy funnel theory [6] put a strong empha-
sis on the lowest energy state; the focus, however, has shifted in the last
decades. Practically for many systems, long-lived ”metastable” states,
i.e. states with a significant equilibrium probability other than the global
minimum, can play an equally important role in the functioning of a bio-
logical system [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. One such extreme example being
a group of proteins called intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) which
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possess very flat energy surfaces, constantly moving along that surface,
while still performing important functions such as in cellular signaling
[14]. Therefore, it is important to study as many states as possible and
their dynamics to best understand a biological system.

1.2.1 The slow processes
By definition, such long-lived ”metastable” states have to be separated
from other states with large barriers. The slow processes which connect
those states and their kinetics are some of the most interesting observ-
ables to study in biological systems as they correspond to protein confor-
mational changes [15, 16], folding processes [17, 18], binding processes
[19] and more. Thus, if we want to study long-lived states and their transi-
tions in a molecular system, we need to be able to overcome these barriers
through our methods of investigation. Unfortunately, few methods exist
that are able to accurately determine those slow processes and therefore
it has been a subject of extensive study in the field as well as one of the
main subjects of this thesis.

1.3 Methods for investigating the configurational
space

Investigating biomolecular structure has a long history starting from 1958
when the first three-dimensional crystal structure of Myoglobin was solved
[21]. Many experimental and computational methods have been devel-
oped since then to tackle the problem of resolving the structure of proteins
and their complexes. However, none of them has managed to achieve ab-
solute dominance over the others. This is due to the fact that all of the
methods are limited either in the range of time they can investigate or the
range of sizes they can resolve as show in Figure 1.3.

Experimental methods are, and probably will remain, the golden stan-
dard of structural investigation. This keeps being proven by the incredible
growth of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) shown in Figure 1.4. Most struc-
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Figure 1.3: Different investigative methods used in structural biology
cover a wide range of timescales and sizes that they can resolve. This plot
shows the ranges each method is able to cover. Under the x-axis are given
some examples of biological processes happening in those timescales and
on the right of the y-axis the dimensions of some biological molecules
and assemblies. Figure taken from [20].

tures are contributed through X-ray crystallography and it seems like this
trend will continue, with NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) finding its
application for dynamic and ligand binding studies and the newcomer EM
(electron microscopy) showing growing potential.

Methods can be grouped in static and dynamic methods. Static meth-
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Figure 1.4: Total amount of structures resolved and yearly growth for
each of the three main methods (X-ray crystallography, NMR and EM)
used for structure determination of proteins in the PDB database.

ods (crystallography and EM) are able to study a huge range of system
sizes. This allows them to determine with atomic resolution structures
from small proteins to very large assemblies. However both crystallog-
raphy and EM have limitations. They are only able to obtain a static
image of the system which is a space and time average typically of the
lowest energy configuration and are unable to provide kinetic informa-
tion. The space and time averaging means that the image they provide
is a single configuration which does not come directly from the configu-
rational space of the system but instead from an average of points from
it. As global minima are quite stable, this average is accurate enough for
the largest parts of the structures to be considered as a sample from the
configurational space. The exception being flexible protein loops where
the point averaging problem manifests itself by often not allowing their
structural determination. Crystallography is also limited by the necessity
of crystallization of the proteins making for example difficult the study of
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membrane proteins [22] which are of high medicinal importance. Addi-
tionally, crystal structures of proteins can cause artificial conformations in
the proteins [23] as well show misleading ligand binding pockets by trap-
ping ligands between the packed copies of the proteins [24]. Cryo-EM
is able to overcome the problems of crystallization of very large macro-
molecular structures [25, 26, 27], but is however unable to provide the
atomic resolution of crystallography.

If we want to study however slow processes, we need to use other
methods which can provide a time-resolution. Such dynamic methods in-
clude experimental methods such as NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance),
FRET (fluorescence resonance energy transfer), AFM (atomic force mi-
croscopy, optical tweezers) as well as computational methods such as MD
(molecular dynamics). Dynamic experimental methods are able to iden-
tify multiple long-lived ”metastable” states and in some cases provide
kinetic information [28, 29, 30, 31, 17, 32, 33, 34]; they are however
more limited in the range of sizes they can resolve compared to the static
methods.

1.3.1 Molecular dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) provides a very strong tool for investigating
slow processes as it can resolve both structural and kinetic information si-
multaneously at atomic resolution. Multiple studies have been performed
showing its applicability on a wide range of biomolecular systems, in-
cluding protein folding experiments [35, 36, 37], protein-ligand binding
[38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45], protein conformational changes [46, 47],
ion channel simulations [48, 49, 50, 51], protein-induced membrane dy-
namics [52, 53, 54] and intrinsically disordered proteins [55].

MD is a computational method which represents the set of atoms of
a system in phase space as point masses with velocities. It then uses nu-
merical integration schemes such as Verlet integration to integrate New-
ton’s equations of motion and propagate the movement of the atoms based
on interaction forces between them. As the real quantum processes oc-
curring between atoms are very computationally expensive to simulate,
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MD uses approximations of the forces between atoms called force-fields
[56, 57, 58]. This means that MD does not move the system along the
exact energy surface of the system but instead tries to approximate that
surface. This can obviously lead the simulations to unphysical regions
of the phase space producing erroneous results, which has caused sig-
nificant criticism and skepticism over the accuracy of MD. Recent ad-
vances [59, 60, 61, 62], however, have significantly improved forcefields
and demonstrate by comparison to experiments that the approximation of
that energy surface is adequate for many problems [63, 35].

Another limitation of MD is that for integration methods to main-
tain numerical stability, the integration time-step has to be significantly
smaller than the fastest processes in the system. As bond vibrations in
biological systems happen at timescales as low as tens of femtoseconds,
MD is forced to use integration steps in that range (typically less than
5fs). Unfortunately, most biologically interesting processes tend to hap-
pen at much higher timescales, ranging from nanoseconds to minutes and
longer. This means that huge amounts of integration steps (106 steps for
nanosecond simulations) have to be performed to simulate those events.
Until recently these computations were carried out on consumer CPUs
and CPU clusters. However, due to the high degree of parallelization in
force calculations and great advancements in GPU technology, computa-
tions have now moved to GPUs which has provided a great boost in com-
puting power, allowing single simulations to reach up to microseconds in
a few days of simulation time.

Due to this increase in computational power, MD has now become a
viable option for investigating slow biological processes (see examples
in Figure 1.5). Compared to experimental methods it is able to sample
much larger areas of the phase space, at full atomic resolution, allow-
ing the identification of previously unseen long-lived states as well as
the kinetics between them [45, 55, 38]. Currently, two philosophies of
sampling are prevalent. The one being the performance of few long sim-
ulations on expensive specialized hardware [64, 65, 66], while the other,
called high-throughput MD, being the performance of large amounts of
relatively short simulations on cheap hardware or crowd-computing plat-
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Figure 1.5: Increase in computing power over the last years has lead to
the investigation of increasingly slow biological processes, here demon-
strated on protein folding. Figure courtesy of Vijay Pande.

forms [67, 68]. On first sight, a large amount of short simulations does not
seem very appealing as a way for investigating slow processes. The de-
velopment however of the methodology behind Markov state models, has
made high-throughput MD a very appealing option with tangible results.

1.4 Markov state models
Markov state models are kinetic models which model the dynamics of
a system as a memory-less jump process. Markov models essentially
attempt to approximate the propagator of the continuous dynamics of a
system [69, 70]. To better understand what the propagator is, we have
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to switch from a single-configuration view to an ensemble view of our
system which means that we are looking at a distribution of configura-
tions of our system in the configurational space. The propagator Q then
propagates or moves a distribution of configurations x(t) found at time t
through time, showing what that distribution will look like in the future.
In the time-continuous version it does this by dx(t)/dt = Q ∗ x(t) and in
the time-discrete case with time-step τ , it does by x(t+ τ) = Q(τ)∗x(t).
The propagator only considers the current state of the system to calcu-
late future states, which makes it Markovian (memory-less). Due to its
nicer mathematical properties we will consider in the rest of the text the
transfer operator T which is closely related to the propagator Q, but in-
stead of propagating probability densities, propagates probability densi-
ties weighted by the stationary distribution µ(x). In an example of a
simple four-well 1D energy potential we easily visualize the stationary
distribution of the system (Figure 1.6a) and the transfer operator (Figure
1.6b).

In most MD analysis cases we choose to work with discrete Markov
state models which simplify the problem by discretizing both the config-
urational space of the system as well as the time. For example in Figure
1.6a one can see how the 1D potential can be discretized into four states
(A,B,C and D). In this case of time- and space-discrete Markov models
we are approximating the transfer operator T by a transition probability
matrix T over the discrete states. The elements of the transition proba-
bility matrix T (τ) give the probabilities Tij(τ) of moving from state i to
state j after a time τ , while losing however any information of transitions
within the boundaries of the state itself. As we can see, when we define
a discrete-time Markov model we have to decide on a jump time τ also
known as the lag-time for which the matrix gives the transition probabili-
ties. Since dynamics of a molecular system are certainly not memory-less
(different momentum can drive the same starting configuration to differ-
ent ending configurations), choosing a lag-time which is longer than the
longest equilibration time among the states helps us define a jump time
for the model at which our system is approximately memory-less.

The powerful advantage of Markov models is that they allow us, as
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Figure 1.6: The figure shows a 1D energy potential and its equilibrium
distribution in a), the transfer operator in b), the eigenvectors of the trans-
fer operator in c), the eigenvectors weighted by the stationary distribution
in d) and the eigenvalues in e). Figure taken from [70].

mentioned before, to combine individual simulations into a single statisti-
cal model and thus are perfectly suited for high-throughput molecular dy-
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namics. By simply discretizing the configurational space explored during
the simulations using a clustering technique, we can count the transitions
cij that occurred from any state i to any state j within lag-time τ and use
this count matrix C to estimate the transition probability matrix T̂ . This
can be done with a simple maximum-likelihood estimator or better with
estimators which take into account the fact that the matrix needs to be
reversible [70]. Thus we can obtain a Markov model from thousands of
independent trajectories which describes all the dynamics explored during
those simulations. As we only need to count transitions between states, it
is not necessary for a single simulation to explore the entire slow process
but instead the Markov model allows us to use much shorter simulations
as long as they are able to overcome the individual barriers between the
discrete states within the lag-time of the model.

1.4.1 Relation to slow processes

So how do these Markov models relate to the slow processes of a sys-
tem? Due to T being a Markov transition matrix, its first eigenvalue λ1 is
guaranteed to be 1. This means for the eigenvalue equation Tφi = λiφi,
where λi and φi the i-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of the matrix, that
Tφ1 = φ1. What this tells us is that our transition probability matrix does
not modify anymore the probabilities of the vector φ1 which means that
there is no more change in the system and hence we have reached the
equilibrium distribution. Therefore, the first eigenvector φ1 corresponds
to the equilibrium distribution µ(x) of the system as can be seen in Figure
1.6d. This allows for a very interesting interpretation. The total slow dy-
namics of a system are a superposition of individual slow processes and
these slow processes are each associated to the eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of the matrix T . The sign of the eigenvectors, once normalized by
the equilibrium distribution as in Figure 1.6c tells us with which set of
states each slow process is associated (second eigenvector being A,B to
C,D which indeed has the highest barrier, third A to B and fourth C to
D). Thus the eigenvector sign structure can be used to identify the long-
lived metastable states at specific time-resolutions. On the other hand, the
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eigenvalues tell us the timescale ti of slow process i by using the rela-
tion ti = − τ

lnλi
as seen in Figure 1.6e. Beyond that, the transition matrix

can also be used to calculate on- and off-rates between states, free ener-
gies and fluxes which can be used to investigate the transition pathways
leading from any state to any other.

1.4.2 Discretization

All of these properties of a Markov state model are very useful, however
there are some caveats in the construction of a model. As mentioned be-
fore, discretizing the configurational space and thus the transfer operator
has the consequence that all information on transitions between configu-
rations inside a state is lost and the only information that is kept is about
transitions between states. This means that if we want to model correctly
the slow dynamics of our system we need to take great care of where we
place the barriers of our states. In the case of Figure 1.6a and the first and
second row of Figure 1.7 it seems quite obvious that placing the limits of
the states on top of the energetic barriers will allow us to describe the slow
dynamics of the system near perfectly. If we made the mistake of placing
the limits of the states on any other position as in the 3rd row of Figure
1.7 we would incur a high error in our estimation of the slow dynamics
due to wrongly estimated eigenvectors and eigenvalues. However, we can
do an even better job of estimating the slow dynamics than by placing
our state limits directly on the barriers. As discrete space eigenvectors
approximate the real eigenvectors of the system using step-functions, we
can increase the resolution of the eigenvectors in the transition regions by
either naively adding more states as in the 4th row of Figure 1.7 or better
by very finely discretizing the barriers as in the 5th row of Figure 1.7,
making the approximated eigenvector more nuanced and exact and thus
reducing the approximation error. This approximation error of eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors is critical for a Markov model analysis as it has been
shown to affect all above-mentioned quantities obtained from a Markov
model [71, 70, 72, 73].
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Figure 1.7: A double-well potential and its equilibrium distribution in the
first row. Following rows show various attempts at discretizing the space
(vertical black lines) with more or less states and different locations as
well as the real (black sigmoid) and approximated (green) second eigen-
vector which corresponds to the slowest process of the system, and the
approximation error δ2. Figure taken from [70].

1.4.3 Dimensionality reduction

The fact that more states on transition regions result in better estimations
of the slow processes is critical for the construction of Markov models.
The barrier locations are however unknown a priori to the clustering meth-
ods which we use for state definition. Therefore, the one alternative is to
use large amounts of states, hoping that enough of them will fall on the
barriers and thus reduce our approximation error. The other alternative is
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Figure 1.8: A double-well potential and the first independent component
of TICA and principal component of PCA. The x and y dimensions corre-
spond to a 2D configurational space and increasingly dark colors indicate
lower energy areas. Figure credited to C. R. Schwantes.

to project our configurational space onto a different space which stretches
transition regions (barriers) and condenses flat minima, thus forcing our
clustering methods to put most states on the transition regions. Various
projection methods can be used for that and since after projecting we
can typically do away with the dimensions which correspond to fast pro-
cesses, these are practically used as dimensionality reduction methods.

One of the most used dimensionality reduction methods for MD data
in the past has been PCA [74, 75, 76]. If we assume that the largest
configurational change in our system corresponds to the slowest process,
then PCA is perfectly suited to project our configurations for MSM con-
struction. It projects the configurations on the dimensions of the largest
variance and thus would allow us to put more clusters on the barriers.
Unfortunately biological systems are rarely that simple. Often, the slow-
est process is one which causes minimal changes to the configuration i.e.
a high barrier separates very close regions of the configurational space.
This has been demonstrated in work where for example a small register
shift in a beta-sheet corresponded to a slow process [77].

This reasoning lead to the development of a projection method very
well suited for solving this problem. TICA [77, 69, 78] extends PCA
by combining the information in the covariance matrix with information
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from a time-lagged covariance matrix to project simulation data onto the
slowest degrees of freedom, thus minimizing the eigenvector and eigen-
value approximation errors. TICA thus provides the optimal projection
for the slow dimensions in the regime of linear projection methods. As
such, it has found wide application in recent publications [79, 80, 78].

To illustrate the difference between PCA and TICA, an example is
given in a simple double-well potential in Figure 1.8 where large config-
urational variation does not correspond to the slowest process and TICA
ends up being orthogonal to PCA.

1.5 Adaptive sampling methods

As molecular dynamics simulations try to accurately reconstruct the sys-
tem’s kinetics, we can imagine that crossing high barriers is one of the
biggest issues, as the higher the barrier, the lower the probability of cross-
ing it. Indeed naive high-throughput simulations which are all initiated
from similar initial conditions will tend to get stuck in the same regions
of phase space wasting lots of simulation time, while neither improving
the quality of the Markov model, nor detecting new long-lived states or
finding the global minimum.

Various enhanced sampling techniques have been used in the past to
overcome barriers [81], including umbrella sampling [82, 83], acceler-
ated MD [84, 85], metadynamics [86, 87, 88] and simulated tempering
and replica-exchange simulations [89, 90, 91]. They all attempt either by
applying biases or by increasing the temperature to accelerate the sam-
pling of slow processes. The problem with all these methods however is
that even when they are able to sample well the phase space, they cannot
provide kinetics, which are of great interest when trying to make quan-
titative connections to experiments. Additionally, many of them require
prior knowledge of the system, and the choice of reaction coordinates
can hide dynamics orthogonal to those. Coarse-grained MD simulations
[92, 93, 94] also allow for faster simulations and thus faster sampling of
slow processes, they are however not sufficiently accurate in cases where
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Figure 1.9: Example of an adaptive sampling technique on a 1D double-
well potential. In a) a single simulation explores the first minimum (solid
blue line) while the rest is unexplored (dashed line). The two hollow
circles are chosen as the points from which to start two new simulations
(green and orange) which as shown in b) manage to sample a larger area of
the potential. Next simulations could start from the purple and teal circles.
The curved lines under the potential illustrate simulations moving along
the single coordinate starting from the green point and ending at the red.

detailed interactions are important as in small fragment binding.

Adaptive sampling is a methodology developed for MD simulations
and typically used in high-throughput MD which aims to accelerate the
sampling of the phase space without biasing or low-dimensional reac-
tion coordinates, thus providing valid kinetics and avoiding the waste of
computation associated with naive sampling techniques. The principle
behind all adaptive sampling methodologies is to utilize information ob-
tained from previous simulations to guide further sampling of the phase
space in a more intelligent way. This guiding is not done using biases;
pure MD simulations are run, producing unbiased kinetics. Instead, once
a number of simulations have completed, the knowledge gathered from
these simulations is used to determine from where to initiate new simu-
lations. We can imagine that such a checkpointing mechanism can also
make it possible to cross large barriers, similarly to how base camps are
used when climbing mountains. By discretizing the crossing process
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into many small steps and by focusing the simulations on sampling the
slow processes identified through previous simulations, the barriers can
be overcome in a faster manner (see Figure 1.9 for an example). This
paradigm allows adaptive sampling methods to utilize very short trajec-
tories and high-throughput environments to run swarms of simulations in
parallel which only have to reach the next checkpoint instead of simu-
lating the entire slow process in one go. It is shown in multiple studies
that such adaptive sampling methods can speed up the exploration of the
phase space or convergence of a desired observable by orders of magni-
tude [95, 96, 97].

The relationship between adaptive sampling methods and mathemat-
ical optimization methods is worth mentioning, as they both face simi-
lar issues of transcending barriers in their search. Heuristic optimization
methods which attempt to overcome barriers such as particle swarm op-
timization [98] and tabu search [99, 100] can serve as inspiration for the
design of adaptive methods. The related discussion in optimization litera-
ture on the trade-off between exploration and exploitation (i.e. overcom-
ing barriers and following a gradient) has also inspired new work in the
field [96] which exploits experimental information of the system to guide
the sampling while balancing it with exploration to avoid getting trapped
in local minima, showing an order of magnitude faster convergence to the
desired observable than through other adaptive methods.

1.6 Molecular discovery and research repro-
ducibility

The final subject which has occupied this thesis are three big problems
in the field of molecular discovery. The accessibility of high-throughput
MD, the reproducibility of molecular simulation experiments and the abil-
ity to handle the large amounts of data associated and generated by high-
throughput experiments. As shown in Figure 1.10, a typical molecular
discovery pipeline can consist of multiple steps leading from a molecular
structure to a whole prepared system and finally through MD simulations
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Figure 1.10: A typical molecular simulation pipeline starting from a struc-
ture file and ending in an analysis producing the desired observables such
as kinetics.

to the desired observables.
Each of the steps of this pipeline is traditionally performed with the

use of different tools. Different simulation software (like AMBER [57],
CHARMM [56], GROMACS [101] etc.) often came with their own force-
fields as well as their own tools to prepare simulations for them. There-
fore, the choice of the desired simulation software would also dictate
the forcefield, parametrization and preparation tools that are used. On
the analysis part, multiple molecular simulation analysis packages exist
[102, 103, 104] with overlapping functionality. As a result, the choice
of the combination of tools with which this pipeline will be assembled
is left up to the researcher whose preferences often depend on personal
experience.

However, molecular dynamics as many other academic areas is a field
full of abandoned or over-complicated software, dated protocols and lack-
ing documentation and standards. Forcefield modifications might ap-
pear without publications supporting or demonstrating the practical ef-
fects they have on simulations; in other cases they are modified by labs
independent of the original developers. Often, the user of a given simula-
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tion software cannot depend on the tools of that software for the simula-
tion preparation as some tools have not been developed for that software.
For example, to perform a membrane simulation in AMBER, their proto-
col 3 advises the user to produce a membrane through VMD [105] which
makes CHARMM format membranes and then convert it to AMBER for-
mat by using a Python script. Web-servers have proliferated as well (like
CHARMM-GUI [106], ParamChem [107], etc.) due to their ease of use
or due to licensing issues prohibiting the distribution of the software.

As a result, the typical MD simulation pipeline can consist of a collec-
tion of bash scripts, files obtained through web-servers, modified force-
field files, a host of different software for preparing, building and ana-
lyzing a system spanning multiple programming languages and graphical
interfaces. Essentially, even in the case of a perfectly documented proce-
dure, such a pipeline can be near impossible to reproduce often even by
the same person. Tool versions change, web-servers disappear, files get
forgotten in the file-system. This does not help advance the field of molec-
ular dynamics which already has enough challenges to face in becoming
an established tool for molecular discovery. To confound the problem
even more, the amount of data associated with high-throughput exper-
iments is ever-increasing. The ability of scientists to investigate thou-
sands of systems in parallel can produce big organizational problems as
the pipeline needs to be automated and replicated thousands of times.

For these reasons, there is a very urgent need in the direction of mak-
ing molecular discovery more consistent, automatized and reproducible
through standardization and a uniform platform which allows start-to-end
molecular discovery.

3http://ambermd.org/tutorials/advanced/tutorial16/
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Chapter 2

OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the thesis has been the advancement of high-throughput
MD to improve the discovery and description of slow biomolecular pro-
cesses. This advancement has been attempted by two contributing fac-
tors. The first being the development of adaptive methods that allow the
acceleration of phase space exploration by learning from existing simu-
lation data; the second being the development of a unified and easy to
use framework to support and improve molecular discovery using MD
simulations.

2.1 Accelerate molecular simulations
Adaptive sampling methods provide a powerful tool for accelerating the
sampling of the phase space. By learning from previous simulations they
can intelligently sample the phase space avoiding traps and speeding up
computations without biasing the kinetics. Many different variants have
been proposed and in this thesis in all three publications we present adap-
tive sampling in different forms, from manual adaptive sampling to auto-
matic sampling based on Markov state models. The objective has been
to develop a general adaptive sampling method that would work on both
protein folding and protein-ligand binding systems and would provide a
significant speed advantage to justify its implementation. In the duration
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of the thesis, adaptive sampling has grown to become the standard sam-
pling methodology for various groups including our own and has been
applied to many biological systems and problems.

2.2 Integrated platform to support high-throughput
molecular dynamics

The second goal has been to ease the access to high-throughput MD for
scientists. By developing a software called HTMD we aimed for the de-
velopment of a platform that allows start-to-end molecular discovery in
a single environment with minimal external dependencies. The objective
in this is to make molecular discovery much more accessible to the wider
audience including people who have never used MD before, increase the
reproducibility of MD based experiments and simplifying the manage-
ment of high-throughput experiments and their associated data.
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Chapter 3

PUBLICATIONS

3.1 Kinetic Characterization of Fragment Bind-
ing in AmpC β-Lactamase by High-Throughput
Molecular Simulations

P. Bisignano, S. Doerr, M. J. Harvey, A. D. Favia, A. Cavalli, and G. De
Fabritiis. Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling 54. 362-366
(2014).

Summary
In this paper we demonstrated the binding of a small fragment (carboxy-
thiophene) to the AmpC β-Lactamase. As the crystal structure of the
fragment bound to the protein shows multiple binding poses, the purpose
of the work was to demonstrate the ability of Markov state models and
high-throughput MD to obtain kinetics of binding for all crystallograph-
ically detected poses of the fragment. Through the simulations we were
able to see that most poses were quite unstable, which lead us to conclude
that these poses could be stabilized by the crystal packing of the protein
and saturation effects. Additionally we were able to observe how one of
the poses seen in the crystal structures (distal site) corresponds to a very
wide binding area in the oxyanion hole in which the fragment can asso-
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ciate freely with the protein. Lastly, we showed how the binding site in the
tunnel site was hiding another even deeper binding pocket which opens
through a conformational change in the protein which happens through
both conformational selection and induced fit.
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Bisignano P, Doerr S, Harvey MJ, Favia AD, Cavalli A, De Fabritiis G. Kinetic 
characterization of fragment binding in AmpC β-lactamase by high-throughput 
molecular simulations. J Chem Inf Model. 2014 Feb 24;54(2):362-6. doi:10.1021/
ci4006063

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/ci4006063
u16319
Rectángulo





3.2 On-the-Fly Learning and Sampling of Lig-
and Binding by High-Throughput Molec-
ular Simulations

S. Doerr and G. De Fabritiis. Journal of Chemical Theory and Computa-
tion 10. 2064-2069 (2014)

Summary
In this paper we decided to pursue the first application of automatic adap-
tive sampling to a protein-ligand binding system. We decided to investi-
gate the Benzamidine-Trypsin system and developed an automatic adap-
tive sampling strategy based on Markov models. The adaptive strategy
employed in this study uses the unbinding time calculated by the MSM
to restart simulations from the ligand poses with the highest unbinding
time (lowest koff ). This worked exceedingly well for the specific system,
speeding up calculations by an order of magnitude and the visual nature of
the binding process allowed us to display in a graphical way how adaptive
methods work.
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Doerr S, De Fabritiis G. On-the-Fly Learning and Sampling of Ligand Binding 
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May 13;10(5):2064-9. doi: 10.1021/ct400919u
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3.3 HTMD: High-Throughput Molecular Dy-
namics for Molecular Discovery

S. Doerr, M. J. Harvey, Frank Noé and G. De Fabritiis. Journal of Chem-
ical Theory and Computation 12. 1845-1852 (2016).

Summary
In this paper we present a software we developed called HTMD. With
this software we decided to tackle three big problems in our field; namely
the difficulty of entry for beginners, secondly the irreproducibility of ex-
periments and third the ability to perform and manage large amounts of
simulation-based experiments. We managed to provide a unified platform
in Python which can be used to perform molecular discovery starting from
a PDB file and performing the whole pipeline of preparing, building and
simulating a biomolecular system as well as analyzing the resulting sim-
ulation data with the powerful tools provided by Markov state modeling.
Therefore, in a single script a user can go from a PDB structure to kinet-
ics with minimal knowledge of molecular dynamics and without needing
to refer to any other external tools, programs or scripts. With the in-
tegration of Jupyter notebooks, an experiment can be now written from
inside a browser as a nicely formatted report including text, images, plots
and code showing all steps necessary for replicating the experiment. Ad-
ditionally we had the chance to demonstrate the integration of adaptive
sampling straight into the HTMD platform as well as our new adaptive
sampling methodology which is applicable to both ligand binding and
protein folding and which provided an order of magnitude speedup.
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Chapter 4

UNPUBLISHED WORK

In this chapter we present work that was performed for two further publi-
cations. Some of the results presented here are still preliminary.

4.1 Reproducible system building and simula-
tion of membrane proteins with HTMD

S. Doerr, T. Giorgino, M. J. Harvey and G. De Fabritiis.

Summary
In our previous work we already presented the simulation analysis and
adaptive sampling capabilities of HTMD. In the current work we are
introducing the system preparation, building, simulation and protocols
functionality available through HTMD. System building and simulation
is a critical part of the MD based molecular discovery pipeline and as
such, HTMD intends to provide all tools necessary to reach from single
PDBs to a fully built system for one of the two currently supported force-
fields (CHARMM, AMBER) and then allow the simulation of the system
on different simulation resources through a standardized interface. To
demonstrate the power that such a tool provides, we automatically build
and equilibrate 648 protein membrane systems using structures from the
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OPM database. We then perform a short analysis to determine the quality
of the built systems and their equilibration.
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Abstract
HTMD is a programmable scientific platform
intended to simplify and increase reproducibil-
ity of simulation-based research. In this paper
we demonstrate the functionalities of HTMD
that enable the preparation of a molecular dy-
namics simulation starting from a PDB struc-
ture, parametrize it through well-known force-
fields, apply standardized protocols, and launch
the corresponding simulations on a variety of
computational resources. We demonstrate the
automation potential and flexibility of the sys-
tem building features of HTMD, applying it to
hundreds of proteins in the OPM (Orientation
of Proteins in Membranes) database, automat-
ically building and performing all-atom simu-
lations of most eukaryotic membrane proteins
resolved to date.

1 Introduction
Classical molecular-dynamics (MD) is a
compute-intensive technique which simulates
the dynamic behavior of atomistic systems by
modeling them as many-body systems moving

under the Newtonian forces determined by a
classical potential. The quality of the potential
energy functions has undergone extensive re-
finements over the last decades, and is vastly re-
sponsible for the predictive ability of MD which
has been demonstrated by its application over a
spectrum of biomolecular systems encompass-
ing globular, transmembrane and unstructured
proteins, drug-ligand interactions, and several
others.1–6 MD based discovery however still
faces a variety of problems which hinder its
wider application.
Historically, simulation software like AM-

BER,7 CHARMM,8 GROMACS,9 LAMMPS10

etc. introduced both force-fields and their cor-
responding file formats. Many were developed
with their own set of tools for preparing molec-
ular systems and applying the forcefield to the
corresponding models. Even though more re-
cent MD engines introduced support for mul-
tiple forcefields (e.g. ACEMD,11 NAMD,12
OpenMM,13 Desmond14), the multiplicity of
combinations of file formats and preparation
procedures still hampers the steps preliminary
to the actual simulation, making them ad-
hoc efforts, not easily documented and repro-
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ducible.
There is therefore a need for a protein-

oriented framework to enable the building of
systems in a fast, reproducible and hands-off
manner, making it possible to process hundreds
or thousands of structures with minimal inter-
vention, and then simulate them, possibly in a
way independent of (a) the chosen forcefield; (b)
the simulation software and (c) the computing
resources to be employed.
In this paper we will focus on the first part

of MD based molecular discovery by describing
the system preparation, building and simula-
tion facilities introduced in the HTMD frame-
work meant to satisfy the previously stated re-
quirements. The facilities of HTMD for large-
scale and Markov-model based post-simulation
analysis have been described in a previous pub-
lication.15

1.1 Related work

Over the last years, various software packages
have been developed to aid molecular dynamics
system preparation, building and simulation.
These can be largely grouped into three cate-
gories: graphical user interface based packages,
web-based services and programming frame-
works.
Programs such as VMD,12 Maestro16 and

MOE17 have met with great success as they pro-
vide powerful graphical user interfaces for inter-
active molecule inspection, manipulation and
system preparation. The visual aspect makes
them very accessible and allows users to easily
and quickly verify the results of their actions as
well as modify and undo changes. It however
makes it hard to integrate them into a pipeline
without access to a strong scripting language
and their manual aspect and user intervention
limits their application to only a few systems at
a time.
Web-based interfaces such as CHARMM-

GUI18 and MDWeb19 have also become very
popular. They provide a web-browser-based
service for preparing a system for simulation.
As such, no software is required and they are
accessible from anywhere with an internet con-
nection. CHARMM-GUI especially has become

very powerful, which after the latest develop-
ments20 supports system building for multi-
ple forcefields and simulation software such as
NAMD, GROMACS, AMBER and OpenMM,
making it extremely flexible. The modifications
that can be performed are however restricted
to the set of operations exposed through the
web service as the user cannot intervene be-
tween steps to manually modify files. Addition-
ally, it is very inconvenient to integrate them
into a unified molecular discovery workflow and
it can be relatively difficult to reproduce the
whole procedure which is documented in log
files and would need to be redone manually
through drop-down menus, text fields and radio
boxes. Web-servers and graphical interfaces, in
other words, fall short of the objective of pro-
viding a scriptable and reproducible framework
for building and simulating MD systems.
Important efforts have already been made

towards programmable frameworks for system
building and simulation, including VMD,12
ParmEd,7 OpenMM13 and Ensembler.21 VMD,
in particular, allows the building of CHARMM
systems through the TCL scripting language;
ParmEd allows topology and parameter modifi-
cation and conversion between various forcefield
formats; OpenMM allows building systems for
AMBER, AMOEBA22 and CHARMM force-
fields as well as simulation on CPU and GPUs
and Ensembler can build and equilibrate whole
protein superfamilies through the use of tem-
plate modeling.
These frameworks provide very strong start-

ing points for molecular simulation based dis-
covery. Although HTMD might lack some func-
tionality distributed in the aforementioned soft-
ware packages, to our knowledge it is the only
software providing an integrated environment
for the system preparation, building, simula-
tion and analysis. This allows user to perform
molecular discovery, going from raw PDB files
to the estimation of thermodynamics and ki-
netics of binding and folding, conveniently ex-
pressed and documented through the Python
language.
The use of a mature and rich programming

platform such as Python permits users to im-
port and seamlessly integrate domain-specific
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third-party libraries, such as RDKit for chemin-
formatics,23 Scikit-learn24 for machine learning,
NumPy for custom data analysis and innumer-
able others.

2 Methods

2.1 Protein preparation

The first step required for all-atom computa-
tional experiments is the pre-processing of the
three-dimensional structures provided as PDB
files as found in the RCSB database. This step
is required because the location of protons is
generally not resolved in crystallographic ex-
periments, and must be recovered by indirect
methods. One of the approximations done in
most current high-throughput simulation meth-
ods is the assumption of constant protonation
states of chemical groups.
Until constant-pH simulation methods be-

come commonplace,25 it is important to set-
up the simulated system so that residues are
in the protonation states most likely for their
chemical environment. A related issue aris-
ing when preparing a system is whether neu-
tral histidine residues should be protonated
at the δ or ε nitrogen. Finally, carboxamide
groups of ASN and GLN sidechains have dis-
tinctly asymmetric hydrogen bonding donor-
acceptor arrangements; although they are usu-
ally free to flip during the dynamics, a proper
collective arrangement of their orientation mini-
mizes the electrostatic energy and optimizes the
hydrogen-bonding network, thus allowing sim-
ulations to start from a more stable configura-
tion.
HTMD allows the estimation of protona-

tion states and optimization of the hydrogen-
bonding network through a proteinPrepare()
method (Listing 1). The preparation procedure
relies in the first place on the PROPKA3.1 soft-
ware26,27 for estimating residues’ charge state;
PROPKA estimates pKa values on the basis of
residue’s models, desolvation effects, hydrogen
bonding, and other electrostatic interactions.
After the computation of per-residue pKa val-
ues, a modified version of the PDB2PQR soft-

ware28 is used to perform the combinatorial
optimization of the hydrogen bonding network.
PDB2PQR uses a Monte Carlo algorithm to
sample χ dihedral angles of HIS, ASN and GLN
residues to optimize their hydrogen-bonding
network; δ or ε nitrogen protonation of his-
tidines is also decided at this stage according
to the most stable configuration, together with
the resolution of major steric conflicts through
a “debumping” algorithm.29
Invoking the system preparation function re-

turns a protein structure protonated accord-
ing to the optimum H bonding criterion and
most likely charge states at the specified pH.
The structure can be used at later stages of
the building process. In particular, the charge
states of residues are marked with names that
are independent of the forcefield, which allows
the later system building functions to apply the
modifications in the way appropriate for the
specific back-end (e.g. patches, in CHARMM’s
terminology).
The preparation function also returns a data

structure with the decisions taken at the vari-
ous stages of the preparation procedure; in par-
ticular, pKa values, protonation states, any re-
quired χ-dihedral flipping, etc., are returned in
a data structure suitable for both interactive
and scripted inspections. In the case of trans-
membrane proteins, the data returned includes
a warning flag for titratable residues exposed to
the hydrophobic environment, whose pKa pre-
dictions may be inaccurate.30

2.2 System building

HTMD provides a Molecule class with a suite
of methods designed to facilitate system ma-
nipulation, preparation and visualization.15 In
particular, methods are available to convert a
molecule taken from the PDB into a fully sol-
vated and protonated system that can be used
as a starting configuration for a simulation. It
can be solvated in a water box, various ions
can be added, and caps and other forcefield
patches can be applied to the molecules at
the system-building stage. Currently, HTMD
has back-ends for building systems in both
CHARMM (PSF) and AMBER (PRMTOP)
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Listing 1: Protein preparation

1 # The opiod mu receptor dimer (pre-oriented)

2 m = Molecule("4DKL.pdb")

3

4 # Prepare and optimize at pH 7

5 mopt, pd = proteinPrepare(m, pH=7.0,

hydrophobicThickness=32.0,

returnDetails=True)

↪→
↪→

6

7 # Save a report with the modification details

(protonation, pKa, flipped for H-bonding,

solvent exposure, etc.)

↪→
↪→

8 pd.data.to_excel("mor_report.xlsx")

9

10 # Verify histidines’ protonation state

11 his = (pd.data.resname == "HIS")

12 pd.data[his][["resname", "resid",

"protonation"]]↪→
13

14 # Check membrane-exposed residues

15 memb_exp = pd.data.membraneExposed

16 pd.data[memb_exp] \

17 .to_excel("mor_exposed_residues.xlsx")

Listing 2: System building

1 # Solvate the system

2 mol = solvate(mol)

3 # Build using default arguments

4 bmol = charmm.build(mol, outdir=’./build’)

5 # Override various options

6 charmm.listFiles()

7 topos = [’top/top_all36_prot.rtf’,

8 ’./benzamidine.rtf’]

9 params = [’par/par_all36_prot.prm’,

10 ’./benzamidine.prm’]

11 caps = { ’A’: [’first ACE’, ’last CT3’],

12 ’B’: [’none’, ’none’] }

13 disu = [DisulfideBridge(’A’,321,’A’,18),

14 DisulfideBridge(’B’, 2,’B’,26)]

15 cmol = charmm.build(mol, topo=topos,

param=params, caps=caps, disulfide=disu,

saltconc=0.15, saltcation=’POT’)

↪→
↪→

16 # Build for AMBER

17 topos = [’./benzamidine.prepi’]

18 params = [’./benzamidine.frcmod’]

19 amol = amber.build(mol, topo=topos,

param=params, disulfide=disu,

saltconc=0.15, saltcation=’K+’)

↪→
↪→

formats; importantly, to maximize compatibil-
ity with evolving features of said formats, the
actual writing of the topologies is relayed to
the well-tested software distributed with the
corresponding forcefields (namely tleap7 and
psfgen12).
The default behaviour of HTMD build-

ing functions, charmm.build() and
amber.build(), is to (1) to neutralize the
system by automatically adding ions; (2) add
neutral caps to protein terminals; and (3) au-
tomatically detect CYS-CYS disulfide bridges
and bond them. Any of these automatic choices
can be overridden by the user, who can also
change forcefield versions, provide his own
topology and parameter files, disable ioniza-
tion or capping of proteins, provide a desired
salt concentration, select ion types, manually
specify disulfide bonds and specify any modifi-
cations or patches supported by the underlying
forcefield as shown in Listing 2. The flexibility
is especially important for the correct mod-
eling of post-translational modifications and
non-standard residues.
Both building functions accept an instance

of the Molecule class as input and have the
same interface. The user can therefore switch
between forcefields and simulation software-
specific formats with minor modifications to the
input parameters.

2.3 Protocols

A successfully built system is ready for simula-
tion. The typical simulation sequence, encom-
passing minimization, equilibration and pro-
duction runs, is encoded in a set of protocols in
HTMD. Protocols provide sensible default con-
figurations as high-level procedures which can
be used as-is, while still being flexible enough
to be modified by advanced users for systems
for which the default settings are not appropri-
ate. An example usage of the protocols is given
in Listing 3.
The equilibration protocol of HTMD consists

of an initial system minimization of 500 steps,
followed by an equilibration run (Figure 1).
Minimization allows water molecules to reorga-
nize, filling in empty spaces and protein side-
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Listing 3: Equilibration and production runs
using protocols.

1 eq = Equilibration()

2 eq.numsteps = 100000

3 eq.temperature = 300

4 eq.write(’./build’, ’./equil’)

5

6 mdx = AcemdLocal()

7 mdx.submit(’./equil’)

8 mdx.wait()

9

10 md = Production()

11 md.numsteps = 5000000

12 md.temperature = 300

13 md.write(’./equil’, ’./prod’)

14

15 mdx.submit(’./prod’)

16 mdx.wait()

chains to resolve clashes. During the first half
of the equilibration, protein heavy atoms are
constrained, to allow the rest of the system to
equilibrate around the starting protein struc-
ture. These constraints are gradually relaxed
during the first half of the equilibration; the
rest is run without constraints. Additionally,
the first 500 steps of equilibration are run in the
constant-volume (NVT) ensemble to account
for changes in pressure due to the resolving of
clashes. The rest of the equilibration is run
in the constant-pressure (NPT) ensemble. The
user is allowed to change the length of the equi-
libration runs, provide his own constraints and
apply flat-bottom potentials to specific atoms
to constrain their movement within a box. The
production protocol provided by HTMD can be
run either directly on a system provided by the
user, or pick off where the equilibration proto-
col finished by using the produced output files.
The production protocol then runs a standard
NVT simulation, also allowing application of
flat-bottom potentials.

2.4 Apps: Abstracting resources
and software from MD runs

MD simulations can be run on different MD en-
gines and each of those engines provides sup-
port for specific simulation devices such as

Figure 1: Time sequence of the default equili-
bration protocol. A steepest descent minimiza-
tion (∇) is followed by runs in the constant-
volume (NVT) and constant-pressure (NPT)
ensemble. Run times for the various steps are
indicated by the corresponding keywords and
default lengths (in simulation steps, usually 4
fs each).

CPUs and GPUs. Additionally, the simula-
tions can be run on a range of different in-
frastructures, from local computers, to remote
clusters or even crowd-computing platforms.
Therefore, HTMD provides the App class which
defines a unique interface for communicating
with various simulation software and comput-
ing resources. This allows the user to cor-
respondingly change the computing resource
and simulation software he is using with mi-
nor modifications. More specifically, an App
sub-class handles all communication with a re-
source like a cluster or local queuing system, as
well as the particular MD software running on
it. It exposes an interface consisting of three
main methods, namely: a submit() method
to handle the sending, queuing and starting
of simulations; retrieve(), which handles
the retrieval of completed simulations from
the remote resources; and the inprogress()
method which polls the queuing system about
how many simulations are currently running
and queued. Apps can be run either asyn-
chronously or synchronously using the wait()
method which will block script execution until
all queued simulations have completed. HTMD
is packaged with Apps for running and queu-
ing simulations with the ACEMD engine,11 ei-
ther locally (on a single or multiple GPUs),
or on the Amazon EC2 cloud. An example of
the AcemdLocal class which implements a lo-
cal queuing system for GPU simulations using
ACEMD is shown in Listing 3.
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Figure 2: OPM building and simulation proto-
col workflow starting from a PDB file and end-
ing with an equilibrated system.

3 Results
To demonstrate the efficacy and power that a
scriptable environment can provide for system
building and simulation, we prepared and sim-
ulated most of the eukaryotic proteins avail-
able in the OPM database using HTMD. This
dataset consists of 708 proteins and thus pro-
vides a comprehensive and realistic case for the
design and test of an unsupervised automatic
build-and-simulate protocol.
The Orientations of Proteins in Membranes

(OPM) database provides the predicted spatial
arrangements of currently over 3000 membrane
proteins, oriented with respect to the hydropho-
bic core of the bilayer.31 The OPM provides
PDB files, annotated by dummy atoms to in-
dicate the position of the membrane. For this
study we worked on the subset of 708 OPM pro-
teins which are located in the eukaryotic plasma
membrane. We expect that the rest of the OPM
can be built and simulated using the same pro-
tocol by substituting the membrane PDB file
for the corresponding membrane the proteins
are embedded in.

3.1 Preparation protocol

The protocol used for automatically building
and simulating all eukaryotic membrane pro-
teins (Figure 2) consists of the following steps.
First, all non-protein atoms are removed from
the OPM PDB file and all engineered residues

are mutated back to their parent residues ac-
cording to the information automatically re-
trieved from the RCSB website.32 The reason
for this is that the parameters of arbitrary lig-
ands, cofactors and engineered residues are not
defined in the forcefields or easily obtained.
(Protocols exist for the parametrization of lig-
ands, but they are out of the scope of this pa-
per; this step was omitted to decrease complex-
ity and runtime.) Next, the likely protonation
states of the protein residues are assigned at
pH 7, and the hydrogen bonding network is
optimized as described in section 2.1. Discon-
nected protein segments are detected to allow
terminal capping; finally, the protein is built in
the CHARMM format to add the terminal caps,
missing atoms and residue sidechains.
To minimize the total system size, the protein

is rotated around the z-axis to have its largest
variation in the diagonal and thus best fit into
the cubic simulation box. The simulation box is
then created to the size of the protein plus 20 Å
of additional space to avoid self-interactions of
the protein between periodic images. Since we
are working with POPC pre-equilibrated mem-
brane PDB files of fixed dimensions, the mem-
brane is tiled along the x and y axes so as to
cover the whole x and y plane of the simula-
tion box. Steric clashes between the membrane
and the protein are resolved by removing lipid
molecules having atoms within 1.3 Å of protein
atoms.
Many proteins however form pores inside the

membrane, as in the case of ion channels, and
the previous rule does not remove lipids inside
those pores. Therefore, the protocol uses a con-
vex hull method to detect lipids located inside
the protein. It first calculates the convex hull of
the protein atoms which are located inside the
membrane and then sequentially tests each lipid
if it is located inside this hull. If constructing a
new convex hull including both the atoms of a
lipid and the protein does not modify the con-
vex hull, one concludes that the lipid is located
inside the protein and is therefore removed. In
this manner, pores are cleaned of lipids.
The system is finally solvated with TIP3P wa-

ter and neutralized with ions. The built system
is minimized and equilibrated for 40 ns using

6



Figure 3: The OPM currently consists of 3,080
protein structures. From those we selected to
build and simulate the 708 eukaryotic mem-
brane proteins. Of those, 686 were successfully
built and finally 648 simulated.

ACEMD on the volunteer distributed comput-
ing resource GPUGRID, following the protocol
described in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 3, out of the 708 OPM

proteins, 686 were successfully built using the
protocol. Of the 22 proteins that failed to build,
15 failed due to original structures lacking too
many heavy atoms (indicating poorly resolved
structures which would be hardly suitable for
simulation), while the other 7 failed due to
various inconsistencies between the OPM and
PDB residue naming, or missing information on
the RCSB webpage. Out of the remaining 686
systems, 38 caused errors during simulation in
ACEMD and had to be discarded, usually be-
cause of their large size did not allow process-
ing in a single-GPU setup, which is the base-
line set-up for GPUGRID users. In the end,
we performed the 40 ns equilibration run for
593 systems on GPUGRID, while another 55
were simulated locally due to too long runtimes
(more than 48 hours runtime on an NVIDIA
780 GPU). The two largest built and simulated
systems can be seen in Figure 4.

3.2 System size

As can be seen in Figure 5 a, eukaryotic mem-
brane proteins in the OPM span a wide range
of sizes. Proteins successfully built varied in
size between 10 and 3,697 residues (1.1 to 410.5
kDa). Unsurprisingly, the distribution of pro-

(a) 3RHW (b) 2R9R

Figure 4: a) largest built system (3RHW) with
733375 atoms. b) largest simulated system
(2R9R) with 346204 atoms.

tein sizes is skewed towards the lower molecular
weights, the 90% of them being between 3.0 and
175.5 kDa, with a median of 31.1 kDa.
This data set provides a huge and representa-

tive variety of protein structures and membrane
embedding patterns to be studied. Figure 5 b
shows how final system sizes tend to contain
an order of magnitude more atoms through the
addition of membrane lipids, water molecules
and ions, with a high correlation between the
number of residues of the OPM file and the
final atom count of the system (Spearman’s
ρ = 0.93). Outliers are due to the overall ter-
tiary and quaternary topologies of the proteins,
which might be more spread out in the plane
parallel to the membrane, requiring less solvent,
or normal to it, requiring more solvent (Figures
5 c-d). Shape and localization of the proteins
also affect the number of lipids removed from
the bilayer by the convex-hull based procedure
previously described, the relation being roughly
linear with the number of protein residues, and
a median of 162 molecules removed (Figure 5
e).

3.3 Protein positioning in mem-
brane

To analyze the location of the protein atoms
in the OPM we can divide the system space
into three regions and see what fractions of their
atoms are located in each. The first region is
defined as the solvated region (bulk), the second
being the hydrophilic region of the membrane
and the third being its hydrophobic core (de-
fined as the region within the innermost lipid

7
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Figure 5: (a) Distribution of sizes (resolved residues) for eukaryotic membrane proteins in the
OPM database used in this study. (b) Size of the systems built by the OPM building procedure, in
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(e) Number of lipid molecules removed by the convex hull procedure to generate the minimal mem-
brane pore accommodating the protein. (f) Simulation time required to run the 40 ns equilibration
protocol. In all plots, color indicates the protein type according to the OPM classification.
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Figure 6: The fraction of protein atoms for each
system which are located in the bulk of the sol-
vent, in the hydrophilic part, and in the hy-
drophobic part of the membrane. Systems are
sorted by increasing fraction of atoms in bulk.

oxygen atoms). We expect that proteins which
don’t reach into the hydrophobic core of the
membrane to make weaker interactions with the
membrane and thus be less stable. As can be
seen in Figure 6, the OPM dataset covers a wide
range of protein-membrane interactions, with
some proteins existing purely in the membrane
(in some cases only extending horizontally on
the hydrophilic part) and others having most of
their mass outside on the membrane and only
injecting a small tail into it.

3.4 Equilibration results

Figure 7 shows the distribution of root mean-
squared distance (RMSD) of the secondary
structure regions of the proteins at the end of
the equilibration simulations compared to the
starting structure. Loop regions were excluded
from the calculation due to them being very
flexible as well as many NMR structures in the
OPM containing extended loops in non-native
positions. The total RMSD however does not
change drastically if loops are included as can
be seen in SI Figure S1. From these figures we
can see that most proteins stayed quite stable
during the equilibration, with only minor con-
formational changes mostly under 4 Å RMSD.

Figure 7: RMSD of the secondary structure re-
gions of the last simulation frame after 40 ns of
equilibration with respect to the starting con-
figuration.

Inspection of the seven systems with RMSD
over 5 Å (Figure 8) reveals that most of them
can be attributed to either non-bonded helices
detaching from one another in the membrane
(Figure 8 b,e), or hinge regions in the proteins
which allow a region of the protein which is not
interacting strongly with the membrane to flip
to other conformations (Figure 8 a,c,g). The
high RMSD of the 1U5E structure is due to
missing loops in the PDB structure and thus
splitting what is a dimer into 4 non-bonded
chains, of which only one is tethered to the
membrane, while the other three are free to
move in bulk.
The above data are reassuring with respect to

the stability of systems produced by the OPM
building protocol described.

4 Conclusion
HTMD provides a unified framework for MD
based discovery. It currently allows structural
manipulation as well as all necessary function-
ality such as protonation, solvation, ionization,
capping and more, for building systems in both
CHARMM and AMBER formats. Addition-
ally, through the use of predefined protocols and
Apps it simplifies simulation setup and execu-
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(a) 1Z9I 5.72 Å (b) 2L34 5.76 Å (c) 2KBV 6.14 Å (d) 2JO1 6.25 Å

(e) 2MEU 8.73 Å (f) 1U5E 9.31 Å (g) 2MP3 10.79 Å

Figure 8: The seven protein structures with RMSD higher than 5 Å after equilibration. Blue
conformation is the starting conformation and red corresponds to the conformation after 40 ns of
equilibration. a) and c) are shown in top-down view to better illustrate the change, while the rest
of the figures are in side view.

tion on a variety of computational resources.
Options are available to the user at every step
to accommodate both starting and advanced
users.
The power of HTMD is demonstrated on

the building and simulation of most eukary-
otic membrane proteins of the OPM. Many im-
provements are still possible on the given proto-
col. Protein-ligand interactions can be impor-
tant for the stability of the membrane proteins.
Parametrization of ligands found bound to the
protein in the OPM would allow us to simu-
late them together with the rest of the system
and monitor the dynamics between the proteins
and the ligands. Unresolved loops of proteins
can also be modeled automatically by integrat-
ing a loop-modeling software like Modeller33 or
Rosetta34 into the pipeline, improving the pro-
tein models such as in the demonstrated case
of 1U5E. The following step would then be the
building and simulation of the remaining non-
eukaryotic OPM proteins by using their corre-
sponding membranes and compositions.
The demonstrated flexibility, simplicity and

power of the software accommodates users with

a wide range of expertises allowing them to ap-
ply MD to their problems with minimal cod-
ing. The integration of all necessary tools of the
building and simulation pipeline into a single
framework increases reproducibility and allows
the easy automation of high-throughput sim-
ulations as in the example given of the OPM
proteins where it is able to build hundreds of
different proteins each with its own peculiari-
ties in an automated and timely manner. We
expect these developments to open the gates
to high-throughput MD to many more scien-
tists, allow for larger scale MD-based discov-
ery and increase reproducibility, thus decreas-
ing the amount of effort associated with this
work.
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FIG. S1: RMSD of the last simulation frame after 40 ns of equilibration compared to starting structures.



2

1 from htmd import *

2 from htmd.builder.builder import removeLipidsInProtein, minimalRotation, tileMembrane

3

4

5 def opmbuilder(pdbid, protfile, membfile, outdir, dbcursor=None):

6 try:

7 prot = Molecule(protfile)

8 except:

9 print(’ERROR: File {} failed to load.’.format(protfile))

10 return

11

12 # Remove non-protein atoms

13 prot.remove(’not protein’)

14

15 # Explicitly remove ligands

16 ligands = findLigands(pdbid)

17 for l in ligands:

18 try:

19 idx2 = prot.atomselect(’resname {}’.format(l), indexes=True)

20 prot.remove(idx2)

21 idx = np.hstack((idx, idx2))

22 print(’Removed resname {}’.format(l))

23 except:

24 pass

25

26 # Mutate engineered residues back to their parents

27 tomutate = findMutatedResidues(pdbid)

28 for mut in tomutate:

29 if tomutate[mut] != ’--’:

30 try:

31 prot.mutateResidue(’resname {}’.format(mut), tomutate[mut])

32 except:

33 pass

34

35 # Automatically detect protein segments

36 prot = autoSegment(prot)

37

38 # Build protein for charmm to add caps

39 try:

40 prot = prepareProtein(prot)

41 except:

42 raise RuntimeError(’Protein preparation failed. This is probably due to too many missing

backbone atoms.’)↪→
43

44 prot.remove(’not protein’)

45

46 # Build protein solo

47 try:

48 prot = charmm.build(prot, ionize=False, outdir=’/tmp/build/’)

49 except:

50 raise RuntimeError(’Protein-only build failed. Check the logfile in /tmp/build/log.txt’)

51

52 # Rotate proteins around Z to have the maximum variance in the box XY diagonal

53 r = minimalRotation(prot)

54 prot.rotate([0, 0, 1], r)

55 print(’Rotated the protein by {} degrees around the Z axis.’.format(np.degrees(r)))

56

57 # Move protein to [0,0] x,y coordinates

58 meanpos = np.mean(prot.get(’coords’), axis=0)

59 prot.moveBy([-meanpos[0], -meanpos[1], 0])

60

61 # Replicate the membrane

62 membrane = Molecule(membfile)

63 minc = np.min(prot.coords, axis=0).flatten()

64 maxc = np.max(prot.coords, axis=0).flatten()

65 buffer = 20 # Add 20 A of membrane around the protein

66 memb = tileMembrane(membrane, minc[0]-buffer, minc[1]-buffer, maxc[0]+buffer, maxc[1]+buffer)

67

68 # remove any lipids inside the protein hull

69 memb, num = removeLipidsInProtein(prot, memb)

70

71 # Append the membrane removing collisions

72 system = prot.copy()

73 system.append(memb, collisions=True, coldist=1.3)

74

75 # Calculate box dimensions

76 minz = np.min(system.coords, axis=0)[2] - 5

77 maxz = np.max(system.coords, axis=0)[2] + 5

78 minxy = np.min(memb.get(’coords’, ’water’), axis=0)

79 maxxy = np.max(memb.get(’coords’, ’water’), axis=0)

80 print([[minxy[0], minxy[1], minz[0]], [maxxy[0], maxxy[1], maxz[0]]])

81

82 # Solvate the system

83 system = solvate(system, minmax=[[minxy[0], minxy[1], minz[0]], [maxxy[0], maxxy[1], maxz[0]]])

84

85 # Build the system

86 try:

87 system = charmm.build(system, outdir=outdir)

88 except:

89 raise RuntimeError(’full build failed’)

90 return system

(a)

1 def findMutatedResidues(pdbid):

2 import requests

3 from bs4 import BeautifulSoup

4 tomutate = {}

5

6 res =

requests.get(’http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore.do?structureId={}’.format(pdbid))↪→
7 soup = BeautifulSoup(res.text, ’lxml’)

8 table = soup.find(id=’ModifiedResidueTable’)

9

10 if table:

11 trs = table.find_all(’tr’)

12

13 for tr in trs:

14 td = tr.find_all(’td’)

15 if td:

16 mutname = td[0].find_all(’a’)[0].text.strip()

17 orgname = td[5].text.strip()

18 print(’{} was mutated to {}’.format(mutname,

orgname))↪→
19 tomutate[mutname] = orgname

20 return tomutate

21

22

23 def findLigands(pdbid):

24 import requests

25 from bs4 import BeautifulSoup

26 ligands = []

27

28 res =

requests.get(’http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore.do?structureId={}’.format(pdbid))↪→
29 soup = BeautifulSoup(res.text, ’lxml’)

30 table = soup.find(id=’LigandsTable’)

31 if table:

32 trs = table.find_all(’tr’)

33

34 for tr in trs:

35 td = tr.find_all(’td’)

36 if td:

37 name = td[0].find_all(’a’)[0].text.strip()

38 ligands.append(name)

39 return ligands

40

41 def write_minim_equilibration(builddir, equildir, force=False):

42 from htmd.protocols.equilibration_v1 import Equilibration

43 folders = glob(os.path.join(builddir, ’*’, ’’))

44 for f in folders:

45 if not os.path.exists(os.path.join(f, ’structure.pdb’)):

46 continue

47 pdbid = os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(f))

48 outfolder = os.path.join(equildir, pdbid)

49 if not os.path.exists(outfolder):

50 os.makedirs(outfolder)

51

52 if os.path.exists(os.path.join(outfolder,

’structure.pdb’)) and not force:↪→
53 continue

54

55 eq = Equilibration()

56 runtime = 40 # in ns

57 eq.numsteps = int(runtime * 1E6 / 4) # divide by 4fs to

get steps↪→
58 eq.temperature = 300

59 eq.useconstantratio = True # Need this for membrane

simulations to keep the xy axis ratio fixed↪→
60 eq.write(f, outfolder)

61

62 def run_minimization(minimdir, force=False):

63 from natsort import natsorted

64 folderstmp = natsorted(glob(os.path.join(minimdir, ’*’, ’’)))

65

66 if force:

67 folders = folderstmp

68 else:

69 folders = []

70 for f in folderstmp:

71 if not os.path.exists(os.path.join(f, ’output.coor’)):

72 folders.append(f)

73

74 print(’Simulating {} folders.’.format(len(folders)))

75 ac = AcemdBoinc()

76 ac.submit(folders)

(b)

FIG. S2: The code of the OPM building protocol.



4.2 Dimensionality reduction methods for molec-
ular simulations

S. Doerr, I. Ariz, M. J. Harvey and G. De Fabritiis.

Summary
In this work we tried to test and apply various dimensionality reduction
methods to molecular simulation data. Dimensionality reduction meth-
ods can be critical when building a Markov model as they can allow the
states to be placed on much better configurational space regions improv-
ing state definitions and thus the MSM quality. PCA is a technique that
is widely used for dimensionality reduction of simulation data, however
in the last years with the introduction of TICA and its demonstrated suc-
cess in various systems, TICA has become the preferred method. Due
to the resurgence of neural networks and auto encoders, which are un-
supervised neural networks that can encode data in a lower dimensional
space, we decided to apply them on simulation data and compare them
to the other methods. Additionally, a variant of the k-means clustering
technique which was shown to give good results in problems of dimen-
sionality reduction [108] was tested as well. The four projection methods
were then compared based on how good the MSM constructed on their
projected data was able to estimate the slowest implied timescale of the
system.

By testing the four dimensionality reduction methods on two simu-
lated systems we find that it is difficult to choose a single best method
and settings. Different methods seem to perform better or worse depend-
ing on the system, the amount of data and the number of dimensions. Here
we also highlight the problem of deciding the number of dimensions to
which to project, for which there is currently no satisfactory solution and
manual testing has to be done by the user.
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Abstract

Molecular simulations produce very high-
dimensional data-sets with millions of data
points. As analysis methods are often unable
to cope with so many dimensions, it is common
to use dimensionality reduction and cluster-
ing methods to reach a reduced representation
of the data. Yet these methods often fail to
capture the most important features necessary
for the construction of a Markov model. Here
we demonstrate the results of various dimen-
sionality reduction methods on two simulation
data-sets, one of protein folding and another of
protein-ligand binding. The methods tested in-
clude a k-means clustering variant, a non-linear
auto encoder, principal component analysis and
tICA. The dimension-reduced data is then used
to estimate the implied timescales of the slow-
est process by a Markov state model analysis
to assess the quality of the projection. The
projected dimensions learned from the data are
visualized to demonstrate which conformations
the various methods choose to represent the
molecular process.

1 Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow
one to simulate bio-molecules with increasingly
good accuracy and in recent years have be-
gun to provide meaningful predictions of exper-
iments and insight into atomistic mechanisms,
like the process of protein folding into native
structures.1 From the computational point of
view, one of the primary challenges of MD sim-
ulations is the ability to sample experimentally
relevant millisecond to second timescales. With
the advent of general-purpose graphics process-
ing units in 2009,2 it has become possible to
produce microseconds, and more recently mil-
liseconds, of aggregated simulation data. This
data is high dimensional with a common system
size being of the order of ten to hundred thou-
sand dimensions. The results are often ana-
lyzed using Markov state models (MSMs).3 Dis-
crete Markov state models require the definition
of discrete states which are usually computed
by clustering over a metric space. Depending on
the metric used and the dimensionality of the
space, the clustering might produce a poor dis-
cretization of states, hiding the slow dynamics
and yielding a poor MSM from which it is im-
possible to compute the correct thermodynamic
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variables.3 As a consequence, it is important to
use a proper metric space for each system and a
proper discretization, i.e. one that captures the
most relevant information about the simulated
molecular process.

Choosing the most favorable reduced metric
space for a system is difficult without a priori
information, and clustering over high dimen-
sional spaces can be very challenging.4 In recent
years, new algorithms that can learn complex
functions have lead to methods which produce
a lower dimensional representation of the data
that have no significant loss of information.5

Sparse coding,6 auto encoders7 and neighbor-
hood embedding8 have shown to be very effec-
tive in reducing the dimensionality of data while
preserving important underlying features. Di-
mensionality reduction methods have also been
developed specifically for molecular dynamics
data by reweighing features with unsupervised
methods,9 by learning distance functions10 and
by using diffusion maps.11

In this work we focus on comparing the per-
formance of dimensionality reduction methods
on biological simulation data. We resolve the
folding of a protein and the binding of a ligand
to a protein by simulation and try to find the
projection that produces the best MSM using
non-linear auto encoders, clustering and linear
projection methods such as PCA and tICA.12

2 Methods

2.1 Data-sets

The data-sets used are from the folding and
unfolding simulations of Villin as well as the
ligand-binding simulations of Benzamidine to
Trypsin.

Villin (see folded structure in Fig. 1a) is
a tissue-specific protein which binds to actin.
The part under study is a double norleucin
mutant of the 35 amino acid long headpiece
widely tested in MD simulations because of its
fast folding properties. At the temperature of
300◦K the non mutated protein domain has an
experimental folding time of 4.3µs.13,14 Com-
putational estimations of the double mutant at

(a) Villin (b) Benzamidine-Trypsin

Figure 1: a) folded structure of Villin. b) bound
configuration of Benzamidine-Trypsin.

360◦K gave a folding time of 3.2µs,15 a folding
free energy of −0.6 kcal/mol and a timescale of
the order of 200ns and will be used as reference,
as the same setup will be used here.

Benzamidine-Trypsin is a protein-ligand
binding system, with an experimental free
energy of −6.2kcal/mol16 at 300◦K and a
timescale of the binding process of the order
of 600ns.

The structure of Villin was taken from Pi-
ana et. al.,15 solvated in water and sim-
ulated using the CHARMM22* forcefield.17

The Benzamidin-Trypsin setup was taken from
Buch et. al.,18 solvated and simulated using the
AMBER 99SB force field.19 Simulations were
performed using ACEMD,2 a molecular dynam-
ics code for graphical processing units, on the
GPUGRID distributed computing infrastruc-
ture.20

For Villin, 1562 simulations were used, each
120ns long, resulting in an aggregate simulation
time of 187.4µs and 1,874,400 conformations at
a sampling time of 0.1ns. For Benzamidine-
Trypsin, 488 simulations of 100ns were used for
a total aggregate simulation time of 48.8µs and
488.000 configurations. To best demonstrate
the performance of the dimensionality reduc-
tion methods in scarce-data regimes which are
the norm in MD simulations, we bootstrapped
the data-sets 20 times at various percentages of
the total data-set, thus obtaining various sub-
sampled data-sets at 20-100% of the total sim-
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ulation data.

2.2 Preprocessing of the data

During simulations, the configuration of the
system is represented by the positions and ve-
locities of all atoms. For analysis purposes,
however, a translation and rotation invariant
representation is ideal. Therefore, for Villin
we calculate and use the protein contact maps
of the conformations and for Benzamidine-
Trypsin we use the ligand-protein contact maps.

For Villin, the contact maps were produced
from the original trajectories by calculating
the distance between the backbone Cα of each
amino acid to the Cα atoms of all other amino-
acids. Each element of the resulting distance
matrix was transformed into 1 if the distance
was below 8Å and 0 otherwise. As contact maps
are symmetric, only the upper triangular part
of the matrix was considered. The upper trian-
gular part was then expanded into a vector of
nres(nres−1)

2
contacts. For Villin with 35 residues,

this results in 595-element binary-valued con-
tact maps. The contact map data-set of Villin
is on average 80% sparse and fewer than 1% of
the contact maps are duplicates.

For Benzamidine-Trypsin, the protein-ligand
contact maps were produced by calculating the
distance between the Cα atoms of the residues
of Trypsin and two carbon atoms at opposite
sides of the Benzamidine (as show in the SI of
Doerr et al.21). The distances were then thresh-
olded similarly to 8Å as in Villin to produce
contacts, however in this case, the contacts are
a one-dimensional vector of 446 contacts (2 lig-
and atoms times 223 protein residues). The
contact maps of Benzamidin-Trypsin are on av-
erage 99% sparse.

2.3 Dimensionality reduction
methods

The data-sets have proven challenging to ana-
lyze using standard clustering methods like k-
means, k-centers, and others. In particular the
folded state of Villin is not easily detected and
therefore an MSM built on top of such cluster-
ing would lose any information on the folding

process. A cause could be the high dimension-
ality of the data which can spread out clus-
ters which exist on subspaces. A projection
of the data on a lower dimensional space can
lead to an improvement in the clustering and
MSM constructed on top of it. In this work,
four different methods are used for learning the
features of a lower dimensional representation:
a modification of k-means,22 principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA), a non-linear auto encoder
and tICA.12 The motivation for this choice is
that k-means is an unsupervised method com-
monly used for clustering bio-molecular data;
PCA is an optimal projection method in the
linear regime; tICA, another linear method, ex-
tends the idea of PCA by using the time compo-
nent of the simulations and auto encoders are a
good extension to the non-linear regime when a
sigmoid function is used as the activation func-
tion. Auto encoders are also known to learn
PCA under certain conditions,23 i.e. linear acti-
vation function and transposed weights between
encoding and decoding. A fifth method, called
t-SNE8 was also considered due to its recent
impressive success on various data-sets like the
MNIST, NORB and NIPS as well as the Merck
Viz Challenge. However, due to its high com-
putational cost and memory requirements, we
were not able to test it on our data-set.

2.4 k-means triangle

The k-means (triangle) method was taken from
Coates et al.22 Normal k-means clustering pro-
duces a hard assignment of each data point to
a single cluster it corresponds to and can be
represented by a binary 1 × K vector (where
K the number of clusters), which is 1 on the
index of the closest cluster center and 0 else-
where. k-means (triangle) on the other hand,
after computing the cluster centers, represents
each data point x as a 1×K dimensional vector
vx whose elements are calculated by

vx(i) = max{0, µ(z)− zi}

where c(i) is the i-th cluster center, zi = ‖x −
c(i)‖ is the distance of data point x from cluster
center c(i) and µ(z) is the mean of all zi of x. In
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other words, each data point gets represented
by a vector of its distances to all cluster cen-
ters subtracted by their mean and thresholded
at a minimum 0. This method proved superior
in Coates et al.22 compared to normal k-means
clustering and several other methods. In this
study k-means (triangle) was used to project
the contact map data into the 1×K space de-
fined by the K cluster centers.

2.5 PCA

Principal component analysis is one of the most
widely used dimensionality reduction methods.
By calculating the eigenvectors of the data co-
variance matrix, PCA can project the data on
the principal components which are the dimen-
sions of largest variance of the data-set, thereby
minimizing the total squared reconstruction er-
ror of the projected data through a linear trans-
formation of the input data. It enjoys wide
application in the field of computational biol-
ogy, implementations exist for most program-
ming languages and it has a quick runtime. In
this study we used PCA to project the contact
map data onto the first principal components
of PCA.

2.6 tICA

Time-lagged independent component analysis
is a dimensionality reduction method recently
rediscovered and applied very successfully to bi-
ological problems.12,24 The reason for its great
success in such problems is that the tICA pro-
jections are the linear transform of the input
data which maximizes the auto-correlations of
the output data. This means that it is able to
identify and project the data on the slowest sub-
space which can be obtained through a linear
transform. As the biologically most interesting
processes in simulations are often transitions
between metastable states separated by large
barriers, tICA is able to project the data onto
those slow processes and thus allows a finer dis-
cretization of the slow dynamics without losing
information related to those slow processes. In
this study we used tICA to project the contact
map data on the first time-lagged independent

components.

2.7 Auto encoder

An auto encoder is a neural network which tries
to reconstruct a given input vector in its out-
put layer after encoding it in one or more hid-
den layers. Therefore, input and output lay-
ers of auto encoders have the same number of
units while the hidden layers often contain fewer
units than the input and output, thus forcing
the neural network to learn a lower dimensional
representation of the data. The activation of an
auto encoder unit is defined by

a
(L+1)
i = f

(
SL∑

j=1

W
(L)
ij a

(L)
j + b

(L)
i

)
(1)

where a
(L)
i the i-th unit in layer L, SL the num-

ber of units in layer L, W
(L)
ij the weight ma-

trix of layer L, b
(L)
j the j-th bias term and f

is the activation function. Various activation
functions can be used in an auto encoder, how-
ever as we as we want to test a non-linear auto
encoder, we choose to use a sigmoid function
f(z) = 1/(1+e−z). Additionally a sigmoid out-
put layer aids us in mapping the reconstructed
data to contact maps as its output values are
within the range [0, 1].

The most common optimization algorithm
for auto encoders is gradient descent through
the back propagation algorithm. Nevertheless,
more elaborate algorithms have been used such
as the conjugate gradient, or the Hessian-free
algorithm used by,25 which is a 2nd-order opti-
mization algorithm. Among these, the L-BFGS
algorithm explained by26 has been shown by27

to be among the most efficient ones and was
used here. For the purposes of this study, we
built various shallow (single hidden layer) auto
encoders in Theano.28 The configuration for the
5-dimensional auto encoder can be seen in Fig-
ure 2. After forward propagating the exam-
ples through the auto encoder, a cost function,
given in equation (3), is evaluated and the gra-
dients for each layer are calculated by back-
propagation.

The L-BFGS algorithm is then used for train-
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Figure 2: Auto encoder architecture for a 5 di-
mensional projection of the Villin data. x rep-
resents the input data in the input layer which
consists of 595 units, x̂ represents the recon-
structed output in the output layer with 595
units and h represents the data representation
in the hidden layer consisting of various number
of hidden units depending on the auto encoder.
W denotes the weights applied to the activation
of the layers before them.

ing over 400 epochs. After training, the pro-
jected simulation data is obtained by removing
the output layer of the auto encoder and taking
the lower dimensional representation produced
by the hidden layer for each simulation frame.

2.8 Markov state model

MSMs have been used to reconstruct equilib-
rium and kinetic properties in many molecular
systems.18,21,29 MSMs allow to extrapolate equi-
librium properties of a dynamical system like
MD, by many out-of-equilibrium trajectories.
The trajectories have first to be discretized by
assigning each frame to a given state. In this
study, the projected data frames of each pro-
jection method were clustered and assigned to
the closest of 1000 states produced by the mini-
batch k-means algorithm of Scikit-learn,30 thus
producing discretized trajectories.

Using the discretized trajectories, a master
equation can then be constructed by determin-

ing the frequency of transitions between states,

dPi(t)

dt
=

N∑

j=1

[kijPj(t)− kjiPi(t)] (2)

where Pi(t) is the probability of state i at time
t, and kij are the transition rates from j to i.
The master equation (Eq. 2) can be rewritten
in a compact matrix form dP/dt = KP where
Kij = kij for i 6= j and Kii = −∑j 6=i kji. The
formal solution is P(t) = TP(0) where T =
p(i, t|j, 0) is the probability of being in state i
at time t, given that the system was in state j
at time 0. The transition matrix T is estimated
from the simulation trajectory by counting how
many transitions are observed between i and j
and vice-versa and using a reversible maximum-
probability estimator.3

From the the matrix T all the thermodynam-
ics and kinetics properties of the system can be
determined as well as a kinetic lumping of clus-
ters using the PCCA+ method.31 The implied
timescale of the slowest process, which we will
focus on in this study, can be calculated from
the second eigenvalue of the transition probabil-
ity matrix T as t = τ

ln(λ(τ))
, where t the slowest

timescale, τ is the lag-time at which the Markov
model is constructed and λ(τ) the second eigen-
value of the transition probability matrix of the
Markov model.

3 Results

We projected the Villin and Benzamidine-
Trypsin data-sets with the four dimensionality
reduction methods and analyzed the projected
data using Markov models. To demonstrate the
performance of the methods under scarce data
conditions we calculated Markov models con-
taining decreasing amounts of simulations and
to reduce the effect of individual trajectories
on the result, we bootstrapped the simulations
used in the model over 20 iterations. From the
20 bootstrapped Markov models we calculate
the slowest implied timescale over a range of
lag-times. A converged Markov model should
have the slowest timescale converged over a
range of lag-times and thus there should be a
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low standard deviation to the timescales cal-
culated. Convergence of timescales is impor-
tant for Markov models as it is an indication of
Markovinianity of the model and is required for
calculating consistent eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors and thus all other observables.

3.1 Benzamidine-Trypsin

Figure 3: Top implied timescales for Markov
models built for Benzamidine-Trypsin using 5
dimensional projections. Timescales were es-
timated at lag-times of 5 to 15ns. The black
horizontal line indicates the reference timescale
of 600ns.

In Figure 3 we can see the performance of
the dimensionality reduction methods reflected
in the implied timescales of the Benzamidine-
Trypsin data-set. We can see that on this
data-set, even without dimensionality reduction
we are able to obtain the correct timescale,
with all methods showing very small errors,
when using more than 50% of the dataset. We
should note however, that increasing the range
of lag-times as in SI Figure S1 to 40ns, we
see that the full dimensional data, tICA and
PCA, perform worse. In general this is not a
big issue as Markov models are typically con-
structed at the shortest lag-time at which con-
vergence is seen (in this case 10ns). However,
it shows us that at larger lag-times, the slow
process can become lost in the three aforemen-
tioned methods. Interestingly, k-means (trian-
gle) and the auto encoder are not affected by
this and keep consistently converged timescales
over large lag-times. Therefore, dimensionality

reduction methods can help in this case with
keeping the timescales flat over larger lag-times.

Changing the number of dimensions on the
other hand does not have a significant effect on
Benzamidine-Trypsin. Results are shown for 50
dimensions in SI Figure S2 without any notable
changes, indicating that the dimensionality re-
duction methods at the very least do not pro-
duce a worse projection than the starting data.

3.2 Villin

For Villin in Figure 4 it can be seen that us-
ing the full dimensional data is not an option
as it overestimates the timescale by at least two
orders of magnitude with huge uncertainty re-
flected in the error bars. This makes this sys-
tem much more challenging than Benzamidine-
Trypsin and stresses the importance of dimen-
sionality reduction. In Figure 4a which shows
the 5-dimensional projections; out of the four
projection methods, PCA, tICA and the auto
encoder dominate, estimating the timescale for
Villin closest to the reference timescale, with k-
means (triangle) underestimating the timescale
by a factor of around 3. However, by increas-
ing the number of projected dimensions to 20
as in Figure 4b, we see that with 20 dimen-
sions the estimation errors of the timescales are
much larger, with k-means (triangle), PCA and
the auto encoder performing best.

Further investigating this, we tested at the
50% data-set various numbers of dimensions.
The results can be seen in Figure 5, which
shows that for Villin the number of projected
dimensions is critical for the construction of a
working Markov model. The best performance
is obtained by low-dimensional tICA and the
auto encoder, however, increasing dimensions
gives increasingly wrong timescales for tICA.
Especially so when compared to k-means (trian-
gle), PCA and the auto encoder which are not
as strongly affected and are more stable over
varying dimensionalities. These results are con-
sistent with9 which shows that tICA is prone
to larger errors when increasing dimensionality
than other methods.
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(a) 5 dimensions (b) 20 dimensions

Figure 4: Top implied timescales for Markov models built for Villin using 5 and 20 dimensional
projections. Timescales were estimated at lag-times from 25 to 30ns. The black horizontal line
indicates the reference timescale of 200ns.

Figure 5: Top implied timescales for Villin us-
ing a varying number of dimensions on the 50%
data-set. Timescales were estimated at lag-
times of 25 to 30ns. The black horizontal line
indicates the reference timescale of 200ns.

3.3 Automated dimensionality
detection

As mentioned before, clustering methods
have a hard time detecting clusters in high-
dimensional spaces and the example of Villin
consist further proof. A problem that arises
from this, is the detection of the number of
dimensions on which to project. As it strongly
depends on the data-set in use, an automated
method would be ideal to avoid having the user
manually test multiple dimensions. Methods
such as PCA and tICA, are able to calculate
the percentage of variance described by the first
N principal and independent components and

this is often used to calculate the ideal number
of dimensions on which to project. Therefore,
the problem of number of dimensions can be
reinterpreted as deciding a specific variance
percentage to keep when projecting. Typical
heuristics include using the first N dimensions
which contain 95% of the variance. However,
as can be seen in Figure 6, this would pro-
duce a large number of dimensions (between
300 and 400 dimensions) for both PCA and
tICA, failing to produce a functioning Markov
model. Therefore, to our knowledge, there is
currently no automated method for dimension-
ality detection that would be able to produce a
functioning Markov model for the Villin data-
set.

(a) PCA (b) tICA

Figure 6: Cumulative variance encoded in the
PCA principal components and tICA indepen-
dent components on the Villin data-set. Red
lines show the 95% variance cutoff.
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3.4 Learned structural features

To understand better how the dimensionality
reduction methods work, it is interesting to
visualize the features that the dimensionality
reduction methods have learned. As we use
protein contact maps for Villin, we are able
to represent the weights, principal components,
cluster centers and independent components re-
spectively as two-dimensional images. We can
see the different features that were learned by
k-means (triangle) (Figure 7), the auto encoder
(Figure 8), PCA (Figure 9) and tICA (Figure
10). Red is used for positive weights, white
for values close to zero and blue for negative
weights. Under the weight maps, we show the
protein conformations that most strongly repre-
sent those maps. For k-means (tri) we show the
conformation of the centroids of the clusters.
For the other methods, as they have negative
and positive weights, we show in each column
the two conformations that correspond to the
maximum and minimum value along that di-
mension. All methods learned interesting fea-
tures, both local and global. Features with
strong positive or negative values close to the
matrix diagonal encode local protein secondary
structures; in this case alpha helices. On the
other hand, features further from the diagonal
encode more distant (global) residue interac-
tions, and features perpendicular to the diago-
nal encode for anti-parallel beta strands which
are a relatively common occurrence during sim-
ulations of Villin. The fully folded conforma-
tion of Villin consists of 3 folded helices (see
Fig. 1a), therefore the folded conformation is
represented by contact maps similar to the 1st
cluster center in Figure 7, the first auto encoder
hidden unit in Figure 8, the second principal
component in Figure 9 and the second indepen-
dent component in Figure 10.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have used four methods
for dimensionality reduction over two high-
dimensional data-sets of protein folding and lig-
and binding trajectories. Benzamidine-Trypsin
proved to be a trivial case in which dimension-

Figure 7: k-means (tri) cluster center contact
maps on first row and centroid structures on
second row.

Figure 8: Auto encoder weights on first row
and structures which maximally and minimally
activate each hidden layer neuron on second and
third row.

Figure 9: PCA principal components on first
row and structures which correspond to the
maximum and minimum values in each PC on
second and third row.

ality reduction is not necessary but can help
improve the timescales for larger lag-times. On
the other hand Villin proved much more com-
plicated, where building a Markov model on the
pure high-dimensional data was not able to re-
liably separate the underlying states to produce
the correct kinetic quantities. However, a shal-
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Figure 10: tICA independent components on
first row and structures which correspond to the
maximum and minimum values in each IC on
second and third row.

low auto encoder, a modified k-means featur-
ization method, PCA and tICA were capable
of improving the Markov model significantly.
TICA, PCA and the auto encoder provided the
best performance, however tICA proved to be
very sensitive to the number of used dimen-
sions. Indeed all methods were affected by the
increase of dimensionality, albeit much less than
tICA, indicating that the number of dimensions
can be more important for MSM construction
than the choice of projection method.

Both tICA and the auto encoder perform
well on Villin using very low-dimensional pro-
jections, however, this could hide some slow
dynamics in more complicated systems. An
important remaining problem is the choice of
dimensionality. Heuristics used for automati-
cally detecting the best number of dimensions
in PCA and tICA, such as the variance encoded
in the first components fail to give good results
in the case of a Markov model analysis. There-
fore, it remains an open question as to how best
detect the dimensionality required to analyze
the system and currently manual testing needs
to be done for each system to determine the
dimensionality that gives the most consistent
results.

Another factor that should to be taken into
account when comparing projection methods
is their run-time, as analysis of simulations
can become computationally expensive for large
data-sets. In this aspect k-means (triangle) is
faster than the other methods, projecting the

full Villin data-set on 10 dimensions in tens
of seconds compared to tICA taking around
1 minute to calculate the ICs and projections,
PCA 2.5 minutes and auto encoders on GPUs
around 40 minutes to train and project the
data.

As the first application of auto encoders on
the dimensionality reduction of contact map
data, we believe that they provided interesting
results, even reaching the performance of other
established methods. However, we believe there
is more potential than is demonstrated here, as
we were not yet able to exhaustively test differ-
ent configurations of the networks. The large
number of options in the construction of an auto
encoder as well as the number of free parame-
ters, allow for a variety of tuning and different
setups. As auto encoders can go beyond the
linearity of the other methods, we believe that
they can show increased potential in other con-
figurations and deeper architectures. Addition-
ally, as auto encoders can learn local structural
features they can become generalized and could
potentially be applied to different data-sets of
the same type (i.e. folding of different proteins)
without the need of retraining.

5 Appendix

J(W, b) =

[
1

m

m∑

i=1

(1

2
‖x̂i − xi‖2

)]
+

λ

2

2∑

l=1

sl∑

i=1

sl+1∑

j=1

(
W

(l)
ij

)2
+

β

s2∑

j=1

KL(p||p̂j) (3)

where m the number of training examples, xi
training example i, x̂i the reconstruction of xi
in the last layer of the auto encoder, λ the
weight decay parameter, sl the number of units
in layer l, W (l) the weight matrix of layer l,
β the sparsity penalty weight and KL(p||p̂j)
the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between
p the desired sparsity of the hidden units and
p̂j the mean sparsity of hidden unit j over all
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training data. In our setup we used λ = 0.003,
p = 0 and β = 3.
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Chapter 5

DISCUSSION

In the work presented in this thesis, we highlighted the applications of
high-throughput MD simulations as well as the importance and possibil-
ities of learning from them. Slower processes than ever before can be
resolved using MD in combination with adaptive sampling and Markov
state models, and the support provided by a unified framework on which
to perform these investigations magnifies the potential of the field. Here
we discuss the implications and future prospects of the previously pre-
sented work.

Analyzing high-throughput MD
High-throughput MD and Markov state models provide a very strong
framework for investigating metastable states and kinetics as demonstrated
on the case of AmpC β-Lactamase and carboxy-thiophene. This study
provided a good starting point for the thesis. It demonstrated the weak-
nesses of crystallographic methods, through misleading binding poses as
well as the significance of the fact that crystallography is a static method,
which in the case of the oxyanion hole represented a wide configurational
minimum in the form of a single configuration. It also demonstrated the
power of MD but also the pitfalls involved in the construction of Markov
state models. Markov state models can be very accurate at estimating
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the slowest process of the system and the two metastable minima it con-
nects. Investigating however the second, third etc. slow processes related
to other metastable minima can prove tricky. Additionally, undersampled
states can give misleading kinetics and require caution and experience for
the scientist to notice the underlying issue. What initially looked like a
deep binding pocket with an order of magnitude stronger binding than the
tunnel pose, turned out to be caused by a lack of sampling of the unbind-
ing event in the Markov model. The lack of sampling of unbinding tran-
sitions, in turn, forced us to perform a manual adaptive sampling, where
new simulations were restarted from the deep pocket pose to generate un-
binding events and thus finally obtain a converged estimate of kinetics
from the Markov model. Improving the sampling in those regions and
thus allowing the discovery and correct description of further metastable
states calls for the introduction of a new sampling methodology as man-
ual adaptive sampling is not feasible on the large scale of high-throughput
MD studies.

Another outstanding issue of Markov state models are the various pa-
rameters and options that must be tuned by their users. Good or bad
choices of parameters can make the difference between a working model
and one that is unable to resolve any valid information. Various efforts
have been made to automatize Markov model construction [109, 110,
111], without however producing an established method. Another issue
with Markov models comes from the configurational space discretization.
As shown in this work, dimensionality reduction methods can improve
greatly the quality of Markov models, they do however leave at least one
more parameter up for tuning which is the number of dimensions. Cur-
rently, no automatic way of determining these has been shown to work
well.

Intelligent sampling

The sampling methodology presented here for solving the problem of
under-sampled metastable minima and more generally speeding up the
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exploration of the phase space is adaptive sampling. It allows faster sam-
pling of the phase space of up to an order of magnitude as demonstrated
in our two publications [95, 97]. Adaptive sampling needs to be flexi-
ble enough to be applied to various biological systems and without prior
knowledge of the system. Even though the increase in speed by the adap-
tive method implemented in our first adaptive work [95] was substantial,
further research showed that is was not generally applicable on various
other biological systems. Benzamidine-Trypsin proved to be a system
in which most metastable minima connect with very low barriers to the
crystal bound pose. Therefore, an adaptive scheme based on the highest
unbinding time was able to follow the gradient of the funnel very quickly
into the binding pocket. Such a scheme however would not work on sys-
tems with deep metastable poses, well separated from the global mini-
mum, from which the system would have to escape. Indeed applications
on systems of protein folding proved to not provide a great advantage over
naive sampling. Therefore, in our second work demonstrating adaptive
sampling in HTMD [97] we moved from the specialized methodology
of the first work to a more generalized adaptive sampling methodology
which worked for both protein-ligand binding and protein folding sys-
tems as it works by sampling the least sampled metastable states of the
system, thus allowing for faster barrier-crossing.

As can be expected, introducing experimental knowledge on the sys-
tem as in [96] can provide another order of magnitude speedup over a gen-
eralized population-based sampling method while losing some generality.
Future work is focused on using predicted information on the system such
as docked poses or predicted structural information for the folded con-
formation to guide adaptive sampling without the need for experimental
information. Additionally, there is currently no theoretically proven op-
timal generalized methodology for adaptive sampling of the phase space
and it remains an open question.
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Infrastructure for supporting molecular discov-
ery
The HTMD software developed by us for aiding molecular discovery
through simulations has shown great applicability inside our lab and is
already starting to be used outside of it as well. As a framework that tries
to provide all the functionality for molecular discovery, it can fall into the
usual pitfalls of academic software. Duplicating existing functionality,
not reaching a wider audience and thus becoming abandoned academic
software being major issues. On the side of functionality duplication we
try to minimize it as much as possible through collaborations with other
groups developing related software. This is also why HTMD has made a
switch from Matlab to Python since a large part of scientific software is
being currently developed for Python, allowing for direct integration of
established projects. This switch allowed HTMD for example to use the
pyEMMA [102] software under the hood for Markov model construction
increasing its power, stability and reducing development effort. The re-
maining two problems of development and audience are connected and
we hope that by reaching a wider audience and through more collabora-
tions inside academia as well as the industry, the software will stay alive
and actively developed.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

1. High-throughput MD is shown to be a powerful tool for investigat-
ing the slow processes of biological systems. In conjunction with
Markov state models it is able to resolve the kinetics between mul-
tiple metastable states, detect previously unseen binding pockets
and conformational changes and provide hints on misleading ex-
perimental information.

2. Adaptive sampling is demonstrated to provide a superior sampling
mode for high-throughput molecular simulations. An order of mag-
nitude less required simulation time to achieve the same observ-
ables without biasing justifies making a generalized adaptive sam-
pling scheme the default sampling mode for modern MD.

3. Configurational space discretization is an important challenge in
the construction of Markov state models. Various dimensionality
reduction methods are demonstrated to be able to improve the mod-
els, while introducing auto encoders to the field of simulation di-
mensionality reduction. An open issue remains the ideal number
of dimensions which as shown can be of great importance in the
construction of Markov models.

4. A new software framework, which provides all required tools for
molecular discovery using MD simulations is presented. The HTMD
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software allows increased control over experiments, increasing re-
producibility and allowing scientists to perform high-throughput
experiments on much larger scales than before.
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Chapter 8

APPENDIX: OTHER
PUBLICATIONS

This section lists a publication in which I have contributed a minor part.

8.1 Reversible protein-protein association and
binding in all-atom molecular dynamics

Nuria S. Platter, Stefan Doerr, Gianni De Fabritiis and Frank Noé. Manuscript
in preparation.

Abstract
Protein-protein association is a basis for intra- and extra-cellular pro-
cesses, including the assembly of biomolecular structure and machines,
transport, signal transduction and inhibition. While robust techniques
for the determination of kinetics, affinities and complex structures are
available, our ability to resolve microscopic mechanisms in single pro-
tein complexes has as yet been limited. Using the tightly binding com-
plex between the ribonuclease barnase and its inhibitor barstar, we here
demonstrate that protein-protein association and dissociation can now be
followed in fully atomistic detail using milliseconds of unbiased high-
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throughput molecular dynamics simulations. By reweighting the trajec-
tory swarm with Hidden Markov models, a model of the equilibrium ki-
netics is obtained that is consistent with available kinetic, thermodynamic
and structural data, and yields insight into previously elusive details. Ini-
tial binding occurs into a structurally diverse ensemble of non-native en-
counter and mis-bound states. The complex then rearranges by means
of surface and orientational search on the timescale of 10 to 100 s to the
natively bound complex. The encounter complex funnels into a transi-
tion state of binding, in which barnase and barstar are anchored close to
the binding configuration by one or a few key amino acids, which still
permits some conformational flexibility. Final docking involves a small
barrier that is overcome on the microseconds timescale, and is probably
due to desolvation. In the bound state, the complex fluctuates between
a more stable tightly-bound X-ray structure, and a less-stable loosely-
bound structure on the microsecond to 100 microsecond timescale. The
bound state is stable for minutes, then spontaneous denaturation to the
encounter complex and rebinding occurs repeatedly before dissociation
occurs on the timescales of many hours. These microscopic insights shed
new light on the mechanisms of protein-protein association and suggest
strategies to understand the role of mutants and find small molecule in-
hibitors.
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